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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Delivery drones provide a promising sensing platform for Mobile
Crowdsensing (MCS) due to their high mobility and large-scale
deployment. However, due to limited battery lifetime and available
resources, it is challenging to schedule large-scale delivery drones to
derive both high crowdsensing and delivery performance, which is
a highly complicated optimization problem with several coupled decision variables. In this paper, we first formalize the delivery drones
scheduling problem as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming
problem with both sensing and delivery utilities as dual objectives.
Then we propose a novel framework DeliverSense with a reinforcement learning-based efficient solution, which decouples the highly
complicated optimization search process and replaces the heavy
computation via fast approximation. Evaluation results compared
with state-of-the-art baseline show that DeliverSense improves the
total utility by 13% and 23% on average under various energy budgets and numbers of selected routes, respectively. More importantly,
our proposed method achieves much lower computational complexity which is nearly 3 times lower than the baseline.

• Computer systems organization → Sensor networks; • Computing methodologies → Multi-agent planning.

∗ Xinlei
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INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, with the rapid growth of 5G and the popularization of mobile devices (e.g., smartphones and wearable devices),
Mobile Crowdsensing (MCS) has been an attractive paradigm to
collectively perceive, collect and exchange city-wide data from the
surrounding environments [7, 15, 20, 35]. By fusing and analyzing the collected data [39, 40], MCS applications are able to infer
phenomena of common interest, such as air pollution and traffic
congestion [8, 17, 31, 33, 34].
Delivery drones provide a novel and promising sensing platform
for crowdsensing [4]. Drone delivery services have attracted considerable attention due to their cost-effectiveness and timeliness
[29]. Giant companies such as Amazon [1], Walmart [19], UPS [27]
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is impossible to directly use exhaustive search or other traditional
optimization methods to achieve the optimal solution in practical
time.
This paper proposes DeliverSense, an efficient delivery drones
scheduling framework, aiming at jointly optimizing the delivery
route selection and crowdsensing time allocation with consideration of practical factors. To address the first challenge, we formalize
the delivery drones scheduling problem as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem (MINLP), with sensing utility and
delivery utility as dual objectives. In the formalization, we use an
adjustable trade-off coefficient to balance the importance of two
objectives, considering energy budget, energy consumption, and
available drones as constraints. To address the second challenge,
we exploit the structural characteristics of the problem. Specifically, we design the Coordinator model to decouple the complicated
optimization search process into two parts: RouteSelector selects
delivery routes, Timeallocator allocates sensing time. Then we utilize reinforcement learning to iteratively improve the scheduling
policy toward the optimum.
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• Design a framework that jointly optimizes the delivery utility and sensing utility, considering several practical factors
simultaneously.
• Propose a reinforcement learning-based efficient solution,
which learns the structural characteristics of the delivery
drone scheduling problem and replaces the heavy computation.
• Evaluate our solution with comprehensive experiments based
on data collected from a real-world implemented system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: §2 presents
problem definition. §3 introduces our framework overview, key
components and corresponding algorithms. §4 demonstrates experimental results. §5 concludes the paper.

Delivery Drone
Drone Energy
Crowdsensing Task
Candidate Flight Route
Central Distribution Center
Regional Distribution Center

Figure 1: Illustration of hiring delivery drones to perform
crowdsensing and delivery simultaneously.
and DHL [12] start widely deploying delivery drones to deliver citywide packages (e.g., medical, food). As illustrated in Fig. 1, when
delivery drones are hired to perform crowdsensing and delivery
tasks simultaneously, we benefit from the following advantages of
delivery drones [16]: (1) High Mobility: The three-dimensional
mobility enables delivery drones to quickly deploy without considering congestion [3, 5]. (2) Large-Scale: Delivery service stations
are distributed densely in the city [23], providing opportunities for
delivery drones to cover almost anywhere. (3) Low Cost: Compared
to other dedicated sensing platforms [9, 30], delivery drones collect
urban data while delivering packages with little extra purchase and
maintenance cost.
Researchers have proposed different methods to schedule drones
as new crowdsensing platforms. Rashid et al. [22] designed a sensing framework that integrates social media and drones for reliable
disaster response. Yang et al. [37] proposed a vision guided aerialground sensing system for air quality monitoring and forecasting.
However, the majority of research works focused on scheduling
dedicated drones [18, 26], instead of taking advantage of the delivery drones. Though Xiang et al. [32] started to use delivery drones
for crowdsensing, their manually designed heuristic solution may
suffer from heavy computation and unsatisfactory algorithmic decisions when scaled to more variables. Another related study [25]
applied a reinforcement learning algorithm to schedule delivery
drones for crowdsensing, but they simplify the drones’ energy consumption model. We argue that a more efficient solution is required,
and more practical factors including energy budget and delivery
weight need to be considered simultaneously.
The research question this paper tries to answer is: how to
schedule large-scale delivery drones to derive high crowdsensing performance while maintaining high delivery performance? The major challenges are two folds. First, crowdsensing
usually has conflicting goals against package delivery. Package delivery requires drones to follow the shortest routes to achieve high
efficiency, while crowdsensing prefers drones to collect sufficient information scattered in the city. Such inconsistency of goals makes it
difficult to derive high sensing performance without sacrificing the
delivery performance. The integration of key practical factors, energy budget and delivery weight further complicates the problem.
Second, it is hard to achieve optimality and efficiency simultaneously. The large-scale delivery drone scheduling problem involves
a large number of drones, candidate routes and sensing tasks. It

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
2.1 Background and Definitions
Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of a typical two-level delivery
system with a tree structure [14], composed of Central Distribution
Center (CDC) and Regional Distribution Centers (RDC). When
drones deliver packages from CDCs to RDCs, they can slightly
modify their flying trajectories to conduct crowdsensing tasks. We
define other key concepts as follows.
Participant: A participant is a delivery drone equipped with
multiple sensors, which is denoted as p and belongs to a specific
Delivery Team (DT) 𝑖. Each participant flies between CDC and RDC
and collects data along the given flight route.
Delivery Team (DT): We define the drones for the same delivery
pair between CDC and RDC as a Delivery Team (DT). Assume we
have 𝐼 DT and each has up to 𝑛𝑖 drones. Let 𝐽 denote the set of
candidate routes and each route 𝑗 is assigned to a DT 𝑖. The direct
flying distance from the CDC to the RDC of DT 𝑖 is 𝑑𝑖0 , while the
flying distance with crowdsensing on route 𝑗 is 𝑑𝑖 𝑗 . Each delivery
drone (i.e., participant) of DT 𝑖 on route 𝑗 conducts crowdsensing
tasks with the maximum energy 𝐸𝑖 𝑗 .
Delivery Utility: Delivery utility is a measurement of the delivery performance. The delivery weight on the route 𝑗 of DT 𝑖 is
2
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represented as a discrete variable 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 in kilogram. Generally, the
delivery profit depends on the weight of the packages delivered
by the drone [2, 38]. Therefore, the delivery utility is set as 𝛽𝑤𝑖 𝑗 ,
where parameter 𝛽 is the unit utility of delivery weight.
Crowdsensing Task & Sensing Utility: We define there are
K tasks distributed in different locations. Each task 𝑆𝑘 is allocated
to a specific delivery route 𝑗 of DT 𝑖 with sensing time 𝑡𝑖𝑘𝑗 . Though
many application-specific physical factors(e.g. sensing distance,
unpredictable wind) affect the sensing utility, a longer sensing time
to execute a sensing task can bring about a better sensing effect
in general [10, 11, 37]. Without loss of generality, we define 𝑏𝑘 as
the benefit that a delivery drone spends unit sensing time on the
task 𝑆𝑘 , and 𝐵𝑘 as the utility upper bound. Then, the sensing utility
model can be expressed as:
𝑇 (𝑡𝑖𝑘𝑗 ) = min(𝑏𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑘𝑗 , 𝐵𝑘 ).

x,t

∑︁

∈ 𝐼, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐾,

(8)
(9)

𝑥𝑖 𝑗 ≤ 1, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽,

(10)

𝑖 ∈𝐼

𝑐𝑖 𝑗 ≤ 𝐸𝑖 𝑗 , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽,

𝑓
Δ𝑒𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑃 𝑓 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 (𝑑𝑖 𝑗 − 𝑑𝑖0 ), ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽,
 ∑︁ 𝑘
𝑡𝑖 𝑗 , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽,
Δ𝑒𝑖ℎ𝑗 = 𝑃ℎ 𝑤𝑖 𝑗

(1)

(11)
(12)
(13)

𝑘 ∈𝐾

∑︁ ∑︁

𝑥𝑖 𝑗 (Δ𝑒𝑖 𝑗 + Δ𝑒𝑖ℎ𝑗 ) ≤ 𝜌,
𝑓

(14)

𝑖 ∈𝐼 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽

where 𝛼 is a trade-off coefficient defined according to the specific
requirements. Constraint (9) ensures the number of participants in
each DT to perform tasks does not exceed the maximum; Constraint
(10) enforces that each route can only be assigned to at most one
DT; Constraint (11) states the available energy of each drone is
finite due to the limited battery; Constraints (12)-(14) ensure that
the total extra energy cost due to crowdsensing would not exceed
the energy budget 𝜌. Decision variables involved in this problem,
including both discrete and continuous types, are highly coupled,
making the joint optimization problem a NP-hard Mixed Integer
Non-Linear Programming Problem (MINLP).

Optimized Objectives and Constrains

Motivated by the requirements of crowdsensing and delivery companies, our problem considers two kinds of decision variables. The
binary decision variable 𝑥𝑖 𝑗 ∈ {0, 1} represents whether the route
𝑗 of DT 𝑖 is selected, while the continuous decision variable 𝑡𝑖𝑘𝑗
denotes the sensing time allocated to task 𝑆𝑘 .
Goal-1: Maximize the delivery utility. Our first goal is to
select delivery routes to maximize the total delivery utility, which
is formulated as:
∑︁ ∑︁

𝐷 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 = max
𝑥𝑖 𝑗 𝛽𝑤𝑖 𝑗 .
(5)

3 FRAMEWORK DESIGN
3.1 Framework Architecture
As the objectives and constraints are highly coupled, it is computationally intractable to solve the problem in practical applications.
Thus, we aim at searching for a near-optimal solution in practical
time instead of pursuing the exact scheme. Assuming we have a
selected routes set 𝑋 which has satisfactory delivery utility and
does not violate the constraints (9)-(10). Then, the sensing utility
optimization could be transformed to find the best sensing time
allocation decision given 𝑋 . Though these two optimizations are
coupled with each other, we can take turns optimizing them iteratively until convergence. Based on this idea, we decouple the
searching process into two parts, and leverage reinforcement learning to replace the heavy computation via fast approximation. Fig. 2
shows the overall architecture of the solution.
The Drone Delivery Company provides candidate flight routes
and a large number of delivery drones equipped with various sensors. Both the energy budget and available resources are determined
by the drone delivery company.
The Data Request End requests and analyzes the sensing data
[13, 28]. The data request end specifies the desired geographical granularity to discretize the map of a city, then it feeds the

𝑖 ∈𝐼 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽

Goal-2: Maximize the sensing utility. Our second goal of the
total sensing utility optimization can be mathematically expressed
as:
 
∑︁ ∑︁
𝑄 𝑡𝑖𝑘𝑗 = max
𝑥𝑖 𝑗 𝑇 (𝑡𝑖𝑘𝑗 ).
(6)
x,t

𝑘 ∈𝐾
𝑘
{0, 1}, 𝑡𝑖 𝑗 ≥ 0, ∀𝑖

𝑗 ∈𝐽

where 𝑃ℎ (𝑤𝑖 𝑗 ) and 𝑃 𝑓 (𝑤𝑖 𝑗 ) denote the power of hovering and flying
with the delivery weight 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 , respectively. 𝜌 0h , 𝜌 1h , 𝜌 0f and 𝜌 1f are the
environment-dependent model parameters. The flying speed 𝑣 is
set as a constant consistent with existing works [21, 26].

x

𝑖 ∈𝐼 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽

s.t. 𝑥𝑖 𝑗 ∈
∑︁
𝑥𝑖 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛𝑖 , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼,

Energy Consumption: We adopt an energy consumption model
which considers the impact factors in detail, including the delivery
weight of the drone, the flying time, and the hovering time [32]. The
mathematical form of the energy consumption 𝑐𝑖 𝑗 for a delivery
drone is defined as follows:
 ∑︁ 𝑘
 𝑑𝑖 𝑗
𝑐𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑃ℎ 𝑤𝑖 𝑗
𝑡𝑖 𝑗 + 𝑃 𝑓 𝑤 𝑖 𝑗
,
(2)
𝑣
𝑘 ∈𝐾

𝑃ℎ 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 = 𝜌 0h + 𝜌 1h𝑤𝑖 𝑗 ,
(3)

𝑃 𝑓 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 = 𝜌 0f + 𝜌 1f 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 ,
(4)

2.2

Problem Formulation

To optimize both the delivery utility and sensing utility with limited
resources, we give the mathematical formulation of the delivery
drone scheduling problem as:
!
∑︁ ∑︁
∑︁  

𝑘
max
𝑥𝑖 𝑗 𝛼
𝑄 𝑡𝑖 𝑗 + (1 − 𝛼)𝐷 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 ,
(7)

𝑖 ∈𝐼 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽

Constraints: The constraints of our problem lie in two aspects.
First, the available resources of each DT are limited, including the
number of drones and their energy (i.e., battery capacity). Second,
the delivery drone company usually determines a total energy
budget 𝜌 for drones, which refers to the total extra energy cost due
to performing crowdsensing tasks, compared with delivering the
package directly.
3
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Figure 2: Illustration of architecture of DeliverSense.

Task State
Region-picking policy

application-specific sensing task information into the Coordinator
for scheduling.
The Coordinator consists of RouteSelector and TimeAllocator.
It receives the candidate routes and sensing tasks information, then
schedules the delivery routes for the drones to achieve the largest
total utility considering the practical limitations (described in §3.2).
The Application System actuates the delivery drones to conduct crowdsensing tasks when the scheduling decision is given.
Then the application system return the collected data to the data
request end after scheduling [36].
The key idea of the Coordinator design is to decompose the
joint optimization problem and reduce the computational overhead.
Specially, we decompose the architecture into two parts, including
RouteSelector and Timeallocator. RouteSelector and TimeAllocator act as intelligent agents and make decisions for selecting
routes and allocating time for each crowdsensing task, respectively.
Solution Overview: The Coordinator learns policies to rewrite
the current solution and iteratively improve it until convergence,
based on the Neural Rewriter [6]. We regard each candidate route
as a node since utility is calculated on route level in the optimization. The Coordinator’s observations are information from the data
request end and drone delivery company. Each solution to the optimization problem and its contextual information is a state.
State Space: Fig. 3 illustrates two kinds of states for each step,
including the state of the selected routes and the state of the corresponding sensing tasks. Considering the practical applications,
we use the variables in the objective function and constraints as
contextual information to construct features. Specifically,
Route state: Each route is specified as a four-dimension vector
(𝑑𝑖 𝑗 − 𝑑𝑖0, 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 , 𝑏𝑖 𝑗 , 𝑛𝑘 ), where 𝑏𝑖 𝑗 is the average benefit of all tasks
along the route 𝑗 of DT 𝑖 and 𝑛𝑘 is the total number of tasks along
the route.
Task state: Each task is specified as a four-dimension vector
(𝑡𝑖𝑘𝑗 , 𝑏𝑘 , 𝐵𝑘 , 𝐸𝑖 𝑗 ) containing the task-specific information. Note that
there are multiple sensing tasks on a delivery route.

3.2

Rule-picking policy for Route
Rule-picking policy for Task

Figure 3: Illustration of Coordinator, including RouteSelector
and TimeAllocator.
Rule-picking policy for route: 𝜋𝑢𝑅 (𝑠𝑡 [𝜔𝑡 ]) gives the probability
distribution of applying each node of the complement set 𝜙𝑡 to
rewrite the existing node in 𝑠𝑡 [𝜔𝑡 ], where the complement set is a
node set of candidate nodes without selection.
Rule-picking policy for task: Given the intermediate state 𝑠𝑡′ ,

𝑇
𝜋𝑢 𝑠𝑡′ first leverages the self-attention mechanism to compute
scores for all the tasks on the selected routes and sorts the tasks
in descending order. Then it allocates sensing time greedily while
checking if it satisfies the constraints (11)-(14).  


Reward: We design a reward function as 𝑟 𝑠𝑡 , 𝜔𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝑅 , 𝑢𝑇𝑡
=
𝑂 (𝑠𝑡 +1 ) − 𝑂 (𝑠𝑡 ), where 𝑂 (·) is the total utility definite in Eq. (7).
The reward function encourages the Coordinator to choose the best
routes and allocate appropriate sensing time as the constraints are
satisfied.
Training: The goal of the Coordinator is to maximize the expected return reward from each state 𝑠𝑡 . We train RouteSelector
and TimeAllocator simultaneously. For the region picking policy
𝜋𝜔 in RouteSelector, we use the following equation to select the
node in the current solution to rewrite:
exp (𝑄 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝜔𝑡 ; 𝜃 ))
,
(15)
𝜋𝜔 (𝜔𝑡 | 𝑠𝑡 ; 𝜃 ) = Í
𝜔𝑡 exp (𝑄 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝜔𝑡 ; 𝜃 ))
where 𝑄 is an approximate action-value function with parameters
𝜃 . Note that both the region-picking policy 𝜋𝜔 and the rule-picking
for routes 𝜋𝑢𝑅 are Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). The parameters
of 𝜋𝜔 , 𝜋𝑢𝑅 , and 𝜋𝑢𝑇 are updated by the following loss function:
𝑇 −1 𝑇 −1
1 ∑︁ ∑︁ 𝑡 ′ −𝑡
(
𝛾
𝑟 (𝑠𝑡 ′ , (𝜔𝑡 ′ , 𝑢𝑡𝑅′ , 𝑢𝑇𝑡′ )) − 𝑄 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝜔𝑡 ; 𝜃 )) 2,
𝑇 𝑡 =0 ′
𝑡 =𝑡
(16)
𝑇∑︁
−1
𝑅 𝑇
𝑅 𝑇
𝑡 ′ −𝑡
′
′
Δ(𝑠𝑡 , (𝜔𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡 )) =
𝛾
𝑟 (𝑠𝑡 , (𝜔𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡 ′ , 𝑢𝑡 ′ )) − 𝑄 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝜔𝑡 ; 𝜃 ),

𝐿𝜔 (𝜃 ) =

Coordinator

𝑡 ′ =𝑡

Action Space: RouteSelector first implements feature extraction
from the route states and task states of the selected nodes. Then
these two kinds of features are concatenated as the state 𝑠𝑡 of the
current solution. The following action consists of three parts.
Region-picking policy: We first calculates a state-dependent region
set Ω(𝑠𝑡 ) with the integrated feature. Then 𝜋𝜔 (𝑠𝑡 ) estimate each
node’s value in Ω(𝑠𝑡 ), and obtain a subregion 𝜔𝑡 ∈ Ω(𝑠𝑡 ) from it
with weighted sampling.

𝐿𝑢 (𝜙𝑅 , 𝜙𝑇 ) = −

𝑇∑︁
−1

(17)
Δ(𝑠𝑡 , (𝜔𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡𝑅 , 𝑢𝑇𝑡 ))

(18)

𝑡 =0

(log 𝜋𝑢𝑅 (𝑢𝑡𝑅

| 𝑠𝑡 [𝜔𝑡 ]; 𝜙𝑅 ) + log 𝜋𝑢𝑇 (𝑢𝑇𝑡

| 𝑠𝑡′ ; 𝜙𝑇 )),

where 𝑇 is the length of the total rewriting steps, and 𝛾 is the decay
factor. The total loss function is 𝐿 = 𝐿𝑢 (𝜙𝑅 , 𝜙𝑇 ) + 𝜆𝐿𝜔 (𝜃 ), where 𝜆
is a coefficient.
4
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(b)

(a)
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Figure 4: (a) Impact of energy budgets on total utility. (b)
Impact of number of DTs on total utility.

Figure 5: (a) Impact of energy budgets on run time. (b) Impact
of number of DTs on run time.
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lower computation complexity since it decomposes the scheduling
process and fast approximates toward the optimum.
Impact of energy budget: As shown in Fig. 4(a), the average total
utility of DeliverSense with different energy budgets is 66,806. DeliverySense outperforms RT, RA, CG, DG, and PG by 13%, 77%, 57%,
94%, and 31%, respectively. Especially, when the energy budget is
160KJ, DeliverSense achieves a total utility of 56,677, compared to
RT given the best line, with a 35% improvement. This is because
DeliverSense always selects the most valuable routes and provides
a better time allocation strategy.
Impact of number of DTs: On average, for the total utility, DeliverSense significantly improves 23%, 61%, 54%, 64%, 46% over RT,
RA, CG, DG, and PG approaches, respectively. Especially, when the
number of DTs is 100, five baseline approaches achieve similar results in terms of the total utility with a value less than 60,000, while
the DeliverSense maintains a total utility of about 80,000. This is
because when the problem scale increases, even the state-of-the-art
method RT cannot maintain a good performance without capturing
the general structure of this NP-hard combinatorial problem.
Run time comparision: To evaluate the computation efficiency
and advantages of adopting the reinforcement learning algorithm,
we plot the run time under different parameters in Fig. 5. Note that
we aim to compare the run time with RT which has the performance
most similar to DeliverSense instead of the heuristic baselines approaches. As shown in Fig. 5(a), when the energy budget is more
than 170 KJ, the run time of RT increases significantly, which is
nearly 3 times longer than DeliverSense on average. DeliverSense
utilizes reinforcement learning to replace the heavy computation
via fast approximation, thus keeping stable when the problem scale
increases. Overall, the comparison results show that DeliverSense is
more efficient than RT and can generalize well to different settings.

EVALUATION

In this section, we validate our framework based on the data collected from a real implemented system. We first evaluate the impact
of different key factors on total utility. Then we compare the computation cost with the state-of-the-art algorithm in terms of run time.
For simplicity, our DeliverSense is denoted as DS in the evaluation.

4.1

Evaluation Setup

Real-world dataset: The real-world dataset comes from the delivery services station in Shanghai city. The area to evaluate occupies
a large-scale size of 80 𝑘𝑚 × 80 𝑘𝑚. We generate the candidate delivery routes according to the distribution of the delivery stations.
We set the default number of DT as 50 and the default number of
each DT’s candidate routes as 4. 80% of the data is used for training
and the rest 20% for testing. The default energy budget is set as
150KJ. The delivery weight, energy limitation and parameters in
the energy consumption model are set according to real-world applications [24]. For the crowdsensing task, we generate a uniform
distribution in the city with 10,000 tasks.
Metrics: Since our goal is to optimize the total utility in practical time, we mainly focus on two metrics: total utility and run
time. Large total utility and short run time mean better scheduling
performance.
Parameters: For the coefficients in objective function (7), we
set 𝛼=0.5 by default in our implement. The decay coefficient 𝛾 in
the loss function is set as 0.9.
Baselines:
• Cost-greedy (CG): CG always selects the routes with maximal
cost efficiency, which is the ratio of the total utility to the
extra energy cost.
• utility-greedy (PG): PG always selects the routes with maximal total utility.
• Distance-greedy (DG): DG only selects the routes with minimal incremental distance.
• Random (RA): RA selects routes randomly.
• RT: RT is a state-of-the-art Route-Time joint allocation algorithm that leverages the p-exchange local search strategy to
iteratively achieve the solution [32].

4.2

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first formalize the delivery drones scheduling problem with both sensing utility and delivery utility as dual objectives
considering the practical factors. Then we propose DeliverSense
framework with a reinforcement learning-based efficient solution,
which decouples the highly complicated optimization search process and avoids the heavy computation. DeliverSense learns from
large-scale real-world data to make near-optimal schedule decisions,
including delivery routes selection and sensing time allocation. Evaluations show that the proposed method achieves better efficiency
and optimality.

Evaluation Results and Analysis

In general, DeliverSense outperforms five baselines substantially
in terms of total utility. Moreover, DeliverSense can achieve much
5
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